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Last week the US Federal Reserve made clear that markets were underpricing the
maximum level that they could take interest rates to, at a time when the Bank of England
and European Central Bank have begun to strike an altogether more cautious tone. As a
result, markets have begun to move away from talk of a Fed ‘pivot’ towards a softer
interest rate environment, and instead have moved focus to increasing monetary policy
divergence between the major central banks, for the first time since the end of the
COVID-19 pandemic. For the week ahead, Thursday’s release of US consumer inflation
data will be key, with the month-on-month reading forecast to increase to 0.7%, albeit
with the annualised reading expected to soften to 8.1%, from 8.2% previously. In the
context of the Fed’s unexpectedly aggressive stance, any reading above those numbers
will likely spark a fresh round of USD buying. For the UK, Friday’s release of month-on-
month GDP figures will be closely watched, with a raft of secondary data being released
concurrently Elsewhere, Wednesday see’s Hungary’s Central Bank meeting, where it is
expected to keep the base interest rate at 13%, despite annualised inflation being 20.1%,
Thursday also sees the release of key inflation figures in Brazil, which are expected to
continue to improve down to just over 7%, and on Thursday the Bank of Mexico is also
meeting, where a 0.75% hike to 10% is forecast.
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Calendar (all times GMT)

Monday – 07/10

05:30 SEB Swedish housing-price indicator

06:45 Switzerland unemployment rate for October (est 2.0%, prev 1.9%)

07:00 Germany industrial production for September sa MoM (prev -0.8%) and wda YoY 
(prev 2.1%)
Norway industrial production for September MoM (prev 3.1%) and wda YoY           
(prev 4.7%)
Norway industrial manufacturing production for September MoM (prev -1.0%) 
and wda YoY (prev -1.1%)

08:30 Germany S&P Global construction PMI for October (prev 41.8)

09:00 Switzerland domestic (prev 539.6b) and total (prev 581.7b) sight deposits CHF for 
November 4

09:30 Eurozone Sentix investor confidence for November (prev -38.3)
ECB Panetta speaks at `Towards a legislative framework enabling a digital euro 
for citizens and businesses' conference at the European Commission/ECB

12:00 Mexico consumer confidence for October (prev 41.0)
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15:00 Canada Bloomberg Nanos confidence for November 4 (prev 42.1)

20:00 US consumer credit for September (est $33.150b, prev $32.241b)

22:00 CBA household spending for October MoM (prev -0.5%) and YoY (prev 14.1%)

23:00 Fed Barkin takes part in a discussion about inflation

23:30 Australia Westpac consumer confidence index (prev 83.7) and sa MoM             
(prev -0.9%) for November
Japan Household spending for September YoY (est 2.4%, prev 5.1%)

TBA Mexico Banamex Surveys of Economists
China exports (est 4.3%, prev 5.7%) and imports (est 0.0%, prev 0.3%) YoY for 
October
China trade balance for October (est $95.97b, prev $84.74b)

Tuesday – 08/10

00:01 UK BRC sales like-for-like for October YoY (prev 1.8%)

00:30 Australia NAB business conditions (prev 25) and confidence (prev 5) for October

01:10 BoJ outright bond purchase 1-3 years, 3-5 years and 5-10 years 

02:00 New Zealand 2 years inflation expectations for Q4 (prev 3.07%)

05:30 Netherlands CPI for October MoM (prev 2.4%) and YoY (prev 14.5%)
Netherlands EU Harmonised CPI for October MoM (prev 1.3%) and YoY                    
(prev 16.8%)

07:45 France trade balance (prev -15301m) and current account balance (prev -5.1b) 
for September

08:00 Hungary industrial production for September sa MoM (prev 0.1%) and wda YoY 
(prev 9.3%)
Hungary retail sales for September YoY (prev 2.4%)

08:15 SNB Jordan Speaks in Zurich

09:00 BoE Pill speaks as a panellist at the ‘Global monetary policy challenges’ UBS 
conference in London
Sweden FSA report on banks' mortgage margins for Q3
Italy retail sales for September MoM (prev -0.4%) and YoY (prev 4.3%)

10:00 Eurozone retail sales for September MoM (prev -0.3%) and YoY (prev -2.0%)

11:00 US NFIB Small Business Optimism for October (est 92.1, prev 92.1)
Brazil FGV inflation IGP-DI for October MoM (prev -1.22%) and YoY (prev 7.94%)

13:00 Riksbank Breman speech on global economic situation

21:45 New Zealand card spending retail (prev 1.4%) and total (prev 2.5%) MoM for 
October

23:50 Japan BoP current account balance for September (est ¥282.1b, prev ¥58.9b)

TBA Bank of Italy report on balance-sheet aggregates
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01:30 China PPI for October YoY (est -1.6%, prev 0.9%)
China CPI for October YoY (est 2.4%; prev 2.8%)

05:00 Japan Eco Watchers survey outlook (prev 49.2) and current (prev 48.4) sa for 
October

07:00 Sweden industrial orders for September MoM (prev -4.2%) and nsa YoY               
(prev -0.6%)
Sweden household consumption for September MoM (prev 0.0%) and YoY            
(prev 1.7%)

08:00 Fed Williams speaks at an event on global risk, uncertainty and volatility at an 
event in Zurich jointly hosted by the SNB
Hungary CPI for October MoM (prev 4.1%) and YoY (prev 20.1%)
Hungary trade balance for September (prev -1580m)

08:30 Riksbank Financial Stability Report 2022:2

09:00 Norges Bank Financial Stability Report 2022: vulnerabilities and risks in the 
financial system

09:05 RBA Bullock speaks at the 2022 ABE Annual Dinner in Sydney

10:00 ECB Elderson in panel at event organised by Euro-Mediterranean Economists

12:00 US MBA mortgage applications for November 4 (prev -0.5%)
Brazil retail sales for September MoM (prev -0.1%) and YoY (prev 1.6%)
Mexico CPI for October MoM (prev 0.62%) and YoY (prev 8.7%) 

13:00 BoE Haskel speaks to the Digital Futures at Work Research Centre on ‘Restarting 
the future: how to fix the intangible economy’
Hungary Central Bank's minutes for October meeting

Wednesday – 09/11

As announced at its September meeting, the MNB ended its hiking cycle at 13%, with no
further increases in October, despite recording a year-on-year inflation rate in September
of 20.1%, well above expectations and again the highest since 1996. In the press
conference, the bank announced its commitment with managing fundamental inflation
risks and avoiding de-anchoring inflation expectations. For this reason they expect the
current 13% of the base rate adequate to decrease domestic demand slowly in 2023 and
then more significantly from the middle of the year. In this scenario, liquidity ops have
become key policy tools for the MNB, which have tied up over half of this liquidity in
permanently sterilised assets over the last weeks.

15:00 US wholesale trade sales MoM (prev 0.1%) and inventories MoM                                  
(est 0.9%, prev 0.8%) for September

16:00 Fed Barkin discusses the economic outlook at University School of Business in 
Winchester, Virginia

TBA National Bank of Poland base rate announcement (est 6.75%, prev 6.75%)
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00:00 Australia consumer inflation expectation for November (prev 5.4%)

00:01 UK RICS house price balance for October (prev 32%)

07:00 Norway CPI for October MoM (prev 1.4%) and YoY (prev 6.9%)
Norway PPI including oil for October MoM (prev -7.2%) and YoY (prev 52.4%)

07:45 France preliminary wages for Q3 QoQ (prev 1.1%)

09:00 ECB publishes economic bulletin
Italy industrial production for September MoM (prev 2.3%) and wda YoY                  
(prev 2.9%) 

12:00 Brazil IBGE Inflation IPCA for October MoM (prev -0.29%) and YoY                                  
(est 7.12%, prev 7.17%)

Thursday – 10/11

After another week of volatility driven by last Sunday's second round of the general
elections, the markets' attention will once again re-focus on the evolution of inflation in
Brazil. The latest IPCA reading for September confirmed that Brazil has finally reached its
inflation peak, by registering a 7.17% year-on-year rate, its third consecutive reduction.
Surveys support a fourth but slight drop on Brazilian headline inflation by reaching 7.12%
YoY in October, reinforcing the current BCB’s stance of no further increases in the Selic
rate needed. However, considering the bank forecasts inflation for 2023 at 3.5% and at
2.8% for 2024, close to the official target of 3% and given the distance still exists between
the targeted and the current rate, the path to achieving this continues to involve keeping
rates ‘high for longer’, with a cut not likely for another 3-6 months.

12:30 SNB's Maechler Gives Keynote in Zurich

13:00 National Bank of Poland Publishes Minutes of Rate Meeting
ECB officials Schnabel, Kažimír and Vasle appear at event in Ljubljana, Slovenia
ECB Schnabel in roundtable discussion at Bank of Slovenia

13:30 US CPI for October MoM (est 0.7%, prev 0.4%) and YoY (est 8.1%, prev 8.2%)

After last week’s jobs readings, the emphasis now shifts to US inflation conditions. The
latest year-on-year headline CPI data for September showed a 0.1 point drop to 8.2%
from the previous month, consistent with the picture that inflation peaked in June at 9.1%
year-on-year, but continuing a slower-than-expected pace of decline. Headline inflation
is expected to come down further in October owing to base effects in energy markets
and lower fuel prices over the month, and will be seen as the best metric to instruct
expectations of the Fed’s upcoming meetings and thus either reinforce or dismiss once
again the possibility of the Fed's pivot in December.

13:30 US CPI ex food and energy for September MoM (est 0.5%, prev 0.6%) and YoY 
(est 6.6%, prev 6.6%)
US initial jobless claims for November 5 week (est 220k, prev 217k) 
US continuing claims for October 29 week (est 1450k, prev 1438k) 
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14:35 Fed Logan discusses energy and the economy at a conference in Kansas City 
Fed

17:30 Fed Mester discusses the outlook for the economy and monetary policy at 
Princeton University

18:30 Fed George discusses energy and the economy at a conference in Kansas City 
Fed

19:00 Banxico overnight rate decision (est 10.0% prev 9.25%)

Friday – 11/11

07:00 Germany CPI final reading for October MoM (est 0.9%, prev 0.9%) and YoY                  
(est 10.4%, prev 10.4%)
Germany EU Harmonised CPI final reading for October MoM (est 1.1%, prev 1.1%) 
and YoY (est 11.6%, prev 11.6%)
UK monthly GDP for September MoM (prev -0.3%)
UK advanced GDP for Q3 QoQ (prev 0.2%) and YoY (prev 4.4%)
UK advanced government spending for Q3 QoQ (prev -1.5%)
UK advanced exports (prev 3.6%) and imports (prev -1.5%) for Q2 QoQ
UK industrial production for September MoM (prev -1.8%) and YoY (prev -5.2%)
UK manufacturing production for September MoM (prev -1.6%) and YoY                    
(prev -6.7%)
UK index of services for September MoM (prev -0.1%) and 3M/3M (prev -0.1%)
UK trade balance GBP/Mn for September (prev -£7080m)

08:30 Hong Kong GDP final reading for Q3 sa QoQ (prev -2.6%) and YoY (prev -4.5%)

09:00 ECB Holzmann speaks to journalists at Club of Economic Writers in Vienna

10:00 EU Commission Economic Forecasts

12:00 ECB de Guindos speaks at XXVII Encuentro de Economía en S'Agaró, Spain
Mexico manufacturing production for September nsa YoY (prev 8.1%)
Mexico industrial production for September sa MoM (prev 0.0%) YoY (prev -0.8%)

Banxico is expected to hike interest rates by 75 bps to 10% next Thursday. With this
action, the monetary policy stance keeps following the last Fed’s hints, which is enough
of an argument in itself given Banxico’s sensitivity to US rates in order to prevent further
imported inflation pressures and keeps aligned with the path required for inflation to
converge to its 3% target within its forecast horizon. In this sense, domestic factors remain
supportive of a continuation in the hiking cycle. Bi-weekly inflation rate for the last two
weeks of October came in at 8.53% YoY, registering the second consecutive drop on this
parameter.

21:30 New Zealand business manufacturing PMI for October (52.0)

21:45 New Zealand food prices for October MoM (prev 0.4%)

23:50 Japan PPI for October MoM (est 0.8%, prev 0.7%) and YoY (est 8.8%, prev 9.7%)

TBA Mexico nominal wages for October (prev 8.2%)
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13:10 BoE Tenreyro delivers a keynote speech at the Society of Professional 
Economists Annual Conference

15:00 University of Michigan preliminary sentiment (est 60.0, prev 59.9), current 
conditions (prev 65.6), expectations (prev 56.2), 1 year inflation (prev 5.0%) and 5-
10 year inflation (prev 2.9%) for November

16:00 ECB Lane in policy panel at 23rd Jacques Polak Annual Research Conference in 
Washington
ECB Hernández de Cos and Centeno speak at XXVII Encuentro de Economía en
S'Agaró, Spain

TBA Germany current account balance for September (prev 0.6b)
Germany wholesale price index for October MoM (prev 1.6%) and YoY                      
(prev 19.9%)
China FDI YTD YoY CNY for October (prev 15.6%)
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